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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Pho Maxim Thai & Vietnamese Restaurant from
Halifax. Currently, there are 18 courses and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of
the restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Pho Maxim Thai

& Vietnamese Restaurant:
I highly recommend the Pho here. It's a very tasty and leaves you feeling full but not bloated. The mix of hoisin

and sriracha sauce adds a really nice zing and kick to it. Good value as well. Service always friendly. The spring
rolls are good choice as well. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a

wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have
something. What User doesn't like about Pho Maxim Thai & Vietnamese Restaurant:

The food was a bit hit and miss. I had a Thai cashew dish, which tasted more like an American Chinese dish. It
was a little bland, basically some stir fried vegetables with a handful of cashews thrown in. My husband, who has

lived in Thailand, had the Pad Thai and said that it was very authentic.The service was very good, clearly a
family run restaurant. I would be tempted to try it again just because they were so ni... read more. At Pho Maxim

Thai & Vietnamese Restaurant from Halifax you have the opportunity to enjoy delicious vegetarian dishes, in
which no trace of animal meat or fish was used, Furthermore, the customers of the restaurant enjoy the

comprehensive variety of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has available. One also
grills South American here with fresh fish, meat, as well as beans and potatoes, In addition, many customers

look forward to enjoying traditional Vietnamese meals with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a visit
at the Pho Maxim Thai & Vietnamese Restaurant.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Mai� course�
CRAB

�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Spirit�
AMERICANO

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Coffe�
COFFEE

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

Sauce�
SAUCE

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

AMERICAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

NOODLES

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHICKEN

BEEF

TRAVEL

TOFU

VEGETABLES
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 11:00-20:00
Wednesday 11:00-20:00
Thursday 11:00-20:00
Friday 11:00-21:00
Saturday 11:00-21:00
Sunday 12:00-21:00
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